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Expect critiques of Freud's and/or Jung's theories and conclusions, e.g. challenge to Freud, Religion, and Anxiety. Tillich, Religion, and Anxiety - Google Books Result For Tillich, God is “the answer to the question implied in being”; He is known when... Perhaps he was a victim of the general neglect which Christian theologians in the of Hume's Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion without criticism. ... an object which is the appropriate response to the unrestricted human capacity for... Positive Aspects of Freud - Theories on Religion - Philosophyzer Teacher Resource Bank / GCE Religious Studies / Unit RST4A Jun 11 Exemplar Candidate Work / Version 1.0 For example, Christians tend to see visions of Mary stand up to some criticism and as such it seems fair to suggest that religious experiences... Whatever roots, Freud's view on the role of God was negative.